
Architectural Review Board
Thursday, July 10, 2014

The ARB meeting of July 10, 2014 commenced at 9:00 AM. Attending were:

Tom Boals Ray Kuntz Kenneth Robinette Frank Phillips
Rick Finnin Van Warren Lora Burns Sal Picard
John Hawthorne

1. Admin
a. Chairman’s Report: no report

b. Construction Summary: there were no new starts since the last meeting.
New construction submissions were added to the Construction Summary list.

c. Contractor Regulations: the proposed amplification of the Contractor
Rules and Regulations (English and Spanish) was approved and will be
distributed to all current and future contractors for posting at each construction
site.

d. Contractor Approval: qualifications of Caviness and Cates Building and
Development Company were reviewed and the company was approved to
construct homes at National.

2. Old Business
a. Construction Status: the Board was given a status report on the

properties under construction and discussed the status of the plans being
reviewed:

1) Richmond (Lot 5) Lockerbie Court: renovations on the front of the
house and the replacement of the roof are continuing. The contractor
confirmed that all vehicles will be removed from the property over the
weekend with the exception of a trailer that is being used for trash.

2) Harris (Lot 34) 202 National Drive: Harris has submitted a request for a
variance and a new site plan for the house. The plan was disapproved
because the variance requested exceeded the authority of the ARB and the
NPOA. The site plan will have to be revised to be in compliance.

3) Canfield (Lot 98) 163 National Drive: construction is continuing.

4) Pinnacle Development (Lot 140) 14 Royal County Down: construction
is continuing.



5) Spears (Lot 164) 159 National Drive: the Planting and Irrigation Plan
was revised. The driveway is being constructed.

6) . Greene (Lot 198) 103 Kirkhill Court: Step One Design submitted a
revised color board for the house. The color was disapproved because the
white paint proposed for the brick did not conform to the decision of the
Board for an washed brick antique appearance as discussed at the original
meeting. Step One design will be requested to submit a sample of bricks
that conform to the approved design.

7) Wohlrab (Lot 216) 75 National Drive: construction of the pool is
continuing.

8) Derrick (Lot 260) Killiney Court: Derrick informed the Board that the
Planting and Irrigation Plan will be submitted soon and requested a review
prior to being deployed.

9) MGN (Lot 310) 23 Lockwinnock Lane: the NSE Phase 2 was
forwarded to the contractor. Framing of the house has started.

10) GWB (Lot 393) 78 Greencastle Drive: Framing of the house has
started.

11) Bailey (Lot 406) 52 Greencastle Drive: the NSE Phase 1 site plan
review was forwarded to the contractor. No further action is required. The
Board will be notified when the corners of the house and the driveway
have been set and the trees to be removed are marked.

12) Imig (Lot 411) 44 Greencastle: the NSE Phase 1 site plan review was
forwarded to the contractor. No further action is required. The Board will
be notified when the corners of the house and the driveway have been set
and the trees to be removed are marked.

13) Tate (Lot 411) 44 Greencastle: a proposed plan for the installation of a
fence and landscaping was reviewed and disapproved.

14) Frizzell (Lot 460 R) 104 Batten Court: installation of the irrigation
systems and the plantings are in progress..

3. New Business

a. Burns (Lot 87) 181 National Drive: Burns submitted a request with photos to
install a fountain in the front of the house. The request was approved.



b. Caviness and Cates: Prior to consideration of the Caviness and Cates
applications, a preliminary issue arose. The owner of the lots in the ARB's records
was not the same as the owner stated on the applications, viz., Caviness and Cates
Building and Development Company. The listed owner, Tri City Inc, submitted a
letter stating that it had entered into a contract with Caviness and Cates under
which it agreed to transfer ownership after completion of the homes, at the time of
the sale to a third-party.

Tri City's representative was unaware of the requirements to obtain a waiver of the
NPOA's right to purchase the property, prior to any sale, whether such sale arises
from a proposed actual transfer of title, registered in the County Clerk's office, or
would occur in the future under a contractual obligation to transfer the property
then, contingent upon events set forth in the contract, in this case effectively
denying the NPOA the right to purchase the lot without a house being built upon it.

The Board allowed consideration of the applications to go forward, reserving it's
right in the future to compel the record owner to undertake the waiver process
prior to submission to the ARB, so that the correct record owner's name would
appear on the ARB's application form.

(1) (Lot 377) 70 Dungarvan Lane plans with colors and material samples were
submitted for review and approval. The plans were disapproved.

The Board came to this decision in the exercise of its responsibilities under the
Building Guidelines charging it with the responsibility to carefully examine every
application for new construction or changes to existing construction, and setting
forth the standards for our review. This application fails practically every standard
of review.

The appearance of the home is aesthetically displeasing. Its "cookie-cutter" aspect
summons up images of a "tract house" which could be found in any housing
development. It is out of place in style and design with the homes now in our
Community. Its architectural features are essentially duplicates of the appearances
of the other two homes which the applicant plans to build nearby, violating the rule
that similar designs or design duplications are not permitted. The standards of
design employed seem pedestrian in nature, contributing to a lack of wit and charm
in the appearance of the home. The colors, textures and finishes are the same across
all three homes, amplifying the appearance of tract houses which are plunked down
willy-nilly, without concern for the nature of our Community and the style and type
of our existing homes.

The Guidelines charge the Architectural Review Board with the responsibility to
guide development of the National Community in a manner which results in an
aesthetically pleasing Community of high-quality and harmonious improvements.
Among other requirements, the ARB is tasked with the responsibility of assuring the
Community that exterior features and materials for improvements are natural or



appear to be made of natural materials, with the lay of the land dictating what
should be built on it. To this purpose, it maintains "Building Guidelines for the
National Golf Club." The Guidelines are distributed to every applicant seeking
permission to build. They "...require high standards of design and quality
construction."

The first paragraph in the introductory section to the Guidelines succinctly states
their purpose: ... to establish high standards of design review to ensure the
protection of the master land concept, community lifestyle, and individual property
values. The ARB's design review criteria are required to provide "... for the
protection of enduring property values and provide the best possible safeguards for
continuing appreciation." To this end, the ARB is required to contact applicants who
are disapproved "...to provide reasonable assistance and recommendations for
adjustments to bring applications into compliance with design review criteria."

After the meeting three members of the Board escorted the applicant's
representative on a tour of the community, providing guidance and suggestions for
change as they reviewed the style of architecture and the quality of construction
prevalent in the community.

Section V, Key Design Elements and Specifications, at paragraph 2, Design
Duplication and Location, provides: "Applicants shall select building sites and home
plans so as not to construct repetitious designs within close proximity from the golf
course and street. Similar designs or design duplications are not permitted."

Under the heading "Exterior Elevations," the Guidelines state that "exterior
elevations will be reviewed for architectural design/materials and for aesthetic
appearance in terms of the overall dwelling and its relationship to other homes.” It
further states that "approval of exterior design will be based on overall design
themes and will consider mass and scale; materials, textures, colors and finishes;
continuity between primary design elements and secondary surface treatments;
placement of windows, doors, and openings; vertical and horizontal lines; roof
pitches, etc."

Paragraph E under the Section above states: "The ARB may disapprove any
proposed new construction or changes to existing homes on purely aesthetic
grounds, where, in its sole judgment, such action is required to maintain the desire
for good architecture."

Under Section IV, paragraph B it states "The ARB is empowered to enforce its policy,
as set forth in the NPOA DC&Rs and these Guidelines by any action, including an
action in a court of law or equity to ensure compliance."

For the reasons cited above, and in the exercise of our esthetic judgment, the plans
for Lots 377 are disapproved.



(2) (Lot 364) 96 Greencastle Drive: plans with colors and material samples
were submitted for approval. The plans were disapproved, in the exercise of our
aesthetic judgment, for the reasons cited in our disapproval for of the plans for
Lot 377.

(3) (Lot 371) 82 Greencastle Drive: plans with colors and material samples were
submitted for approval. The plans were disapproved, in the exercise of our
aesthetic judgment, for the reasons cited in our disapproval for of the plans for
Lot 377.

c. Input from the Board: because of vacation schedules, the next meeting will be
on Tuesday, July 22.

Submitted: July 24, 2014
Sal Picard, Executive Director


